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The economic & strategic context

Summary
Backdrop remains an economy growing….but fragile
• Both on an absolute basis & also per capita

Average economic growth in Scotland in the decade leading up to the financial crisis was
around 2% a year. Since 2010, average growth has been tracking at around half that

Outlook dominated by Brexit, but structural challenges around productivity and
demographics key to driving the outlook

Recap: recent growth performance
Annual growth tracking at
0.7% - compared to 1.1% in
the UK
Our latest forecasts &
nowcasts show that growth
for 2019 as a whole is likely
to come in at less than 1%
Gap on per capita basis
much less, with Scotland
tracking close to UK total
(0.4% vs. 0.5%)

Latest business sentiment in Scotland
Latest Business Monitor
shows a modest pick-up in
confidence post General
Election

Slight shift in confidence, but
driven by improvement in
short-term indicators…….

…..with longer-term priorities
including investment and
export appetite weak

Latest SFC forecasts
Remarkably, despite the
uncertainty – or perhaps
because of it – SFC changed
their forecast only at margin

Growth forecast to remain
below trend for foreseeable
future

Our forecasts slightly more
optimistic…..but share key
conclusion

Contribution to trend GDP growth
Key is what will happen to
productivity……

…..SFC forecast that it will
return (gradually) toward
trend

Limited scope for growth in
other key elements

But more positive outlook for earnings
One positive – at least
modest – has been in
earnings

With earnings the key
determinant of income tax
revenues, this boosts the
SFC’s key tax forecasts……

…..although as David will
discuss, this does not fully
offset tax reconciliations

But long-term prosperity is squeezed
Much has been made of the
challenges of using GDP to
measure prosperity

Better measures include (but
not just) how much income
households have…..

…..which has remained
remarkably flat over the last
decade

Strategic context
Unsurprisingly, as 4th Budget this Parliamentary term, Brexit and additional uncertainties
caused by UK Budget timings, this was a largely ‘steady-as-she-goes’ Budget

Key measures –
• Big winner was health (up significantly in real terms)
• Local government effectively flat in real terms (additional monies new commitments)
• Income tax ‘more progressive than UK’; but ‘competitive’ (?) on business taxation
• Ongoing delivery of key initiatives announced earlier: SNIB, expansion of child care,
attainment fund, Barclay Review, introduction of Scottish Child Payment
• Prioritisation of capital funding toward net zero

Budget transparency
Budget process is increasingly complex – Fiscal Framework

Reconciliations, Block Grant Adjustments, Forecast Error, Barnett, devolved taxes

Unfortunately, the government aren’t helping with the way that the Budget is presented
• Tracking total changes in budget
• Re-classifications leading to massive swings in individual portfolio lines

Education portfolio
Monies moved around
portfolio-to-portfolio
•

university to R&D

•

SE to South of
Scotland Enterprise

Difficult to evaluate
‘impact’
Basic questions like –
how much money is
supporting X or Y is
difficult to scrutinise

Budget transparency
Unfortunately, the government aren’t helping with the way that the Budget is presented
• Tracking total changes in budget
• Re-classifications leading to massive swings in individual portfolio lines
• Phraseology of policy – e.g. “we will increase the Basic and Intermediate Rate
Thresholds by inflation”…….doesn’t actually mean they will increase the Basic and
Intermediate Thresholds by inflation!
• ‘Inclusive growth’, ‘wellbeing’, ‘collective wellbeing’, ‘sustainable growth’, ‘inclusive
economy’, ‘just transition’, ‘outcomes’, ‘Purpose’….
• Budget document: 283 pages (plus 200 pages of additional material)
• UK Budget 2018: 106; Scottish Budget 2016-17: 182

A wellbeing budget?
“Taking a wellbeing approach to the budget prioritises investment in areas that will have the
greatest impact on both improving lives across Scotland now and creating the conditions to
ensure wellbeing for future generations.” Page: 1; Draft Scottish Budget: 2020/21
But
• analytical framework, empirical analysis or logic chain to clarify decisions?
• what’s different to NPF - launched 2007 – supposedly guiding all policy ever since?
• ‘what’s changed’ or ‘what’s new’ about this wellbeing approach?
• what has been stopped as a result of earlier budgets not adopting a wellbeing
approach?

The budget numbers

Changes to resource spending
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£m, 2019/20 prices

32,000
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On like-for-like basis spending
up around 5% real terms

Block grant
Net tax
Planned drawdown from Scotland Reserve
Other
Social Security BGA
Farm payments

Due entirely to increases in
block grant – Scottish ‘net tax’
contributes less than last year

29,000

Biggest annual increase since
pre 2010
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Block grant 2.8% below 2010
but spending only 1% lower
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Income tax reconciliation and use of
resource borrowing powers
Budget 2020/21 faced a negative reconciliation of £207m as a result of tax forecast
errors (mainly in respect of 17/18 income tax forecasts)
But rather than letting spending in 20/21 take the hit, the government has used its
resource borrowing powers for the first time…
…effectively spreading the impacts of the reconciliation over the next five budgets

Income tax ‘net tax’ position
Difference between Scottish IT revenues and BGA,
£ million
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Total ‘net tax’ position

£m

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Income tax

428

183

46

155

LBTT

-12

76

85

69

SfLT

12

13

29

25

Total

428

272

160

249

LBTT contributing to positive net
tax position as a result of
previous tax policy changes that
create differential with rUK

SLfT contributing to positive net
tax position, partly due to delay
in ban of biodegradeable
municipal waste

Tax policy changes
Very marginal changes to taxation policy
LBTT – increase in tax rate for high value non-residential leases (generating £10m)
NDR – Slight reduction in Higher Property Rate (sometimes known as large business
supplement) for properties with rateable value between £51k and £95k – costing £7m
Income tax – Very small increases in thresholds at which Scottish basic and intermediate
rates are charged (thresholds are increasing less than inflation – although the budget
statement could be interpreted as implying that they are)
Implication is that income tax policy unchanged, to all intents and purposes

Tax policy divergence

Difference in tax liability, Scotland - rUK (£)
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But the policy is revenue raising
because it raises proportionately
more from those in the upper
part of the income distribution

Spending
Continual reclassifications and movement of items across portfolios make comparisons
over time extremely challenging
What is clear is that health again sees relative share of spending increase (almost 5%
real terms)…
Whilst the LG portfolio is again relatively constrained
Police 2% real terms increase
Education portfolio sees healthy increases partly in relation to childcare priority, uplift for
colleges (4%) and skills budget lines
Transfer of financial responsibility for social security will create additional budget
risks…but limited financial consequences this year

Local government
The usual battleground over the extent to which LG settlement is up
£m, 19/20
Change,
prices
18/19
19/20
20/21
19/20 - 20/21
GRG + NDR
£9,557
£9,302
£9,285
-0.2%
GRG + NDR +
specific
£9,836
£9,786
£9,958
1.8%
Discretionary resource budget is flat in real terms; addition of specific grant results allows
claim that real terms budget is up… but tied to new commitments (notably childcare)
NDR revenues forecast to fall slightly in 20/21, offset slightly by the government’s use of
the NDR ‘pool’ to the tune of £125m
Local authorities will be able to increase council tax by up to 4.84% in 20/21… interesting
in context of desire for progressive tax policy and rationale for previous CT freeze?

Capital investment
6,000

Block grant increasing 12% in
real terms in 20/21

£m, 2019/20 prices

5,000

Additionally, government plans
to use its capital borrowing
powers in full, which would leave
debt stock of £2bn by 20/21

4,000
3,000
2,000

Takes real terms capital
investment back to pre-austerity
peak…

1,000
0

Block grant

Block grant + borrowing

… enabling investments in
support of low carbon economy

What’s next? Immediate term
Need to secure support in parliament to pass budget into legislation
• Will local government funding and taxation again form the basis of deal?
UK budget on 11 March
• Potential for additional consequentials?
• Likelihood of tax policy changes? These could:
• Influence size of BGAs which may or may not affect size of budget in 20/21
• Influence perception of what is politically viable tax policy in Scotland – scope for
changing the proposed tax policy before the beginning of the financial year?

What’s next? Broader outlook
Government making extensive use of budget tools to manage risk and boost near -term
spending: capital borrowing, resource borrowing, Scotland Reserve, NDR pool
Faces a negative income tax reconciliation of £550m in 21/22 – with limited scope to
address through Scotland Reserve alone
Social Security responsibilities not forecast to have major impact on budget in 20/21 –
but risk of spending growth or forecast error will increase in future years
Continued uncertainty around EU relationship post 2020…
…and future timing of UK budget relative to Scottish budget in lead up to final budget of
this parliament

Scotland’s Budget: 2020
Taxation
Charlotte Barbour, CA CTA (Fellow)
Director of Taxation, ICAS
7 February 2020

In summary – and two key questions
A cautious approach
Based on an income tax structure introduced two years ago
Can a Scottish budget be fully considered if the UK budget proposals are
not yet known?
Minority government – will the proposals be agreed?

What taxes are in scope?
Partially devolved – income tax
Scottish income tax – but still a UK tax
So… rates and bands - need a Scottish Rate Resolution
On Non Savings, Non Dividend income

Fully devolved taxes
Business rates and council tax
Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT)
Scottish Landfill Tax

The Scottish Income Tax Rates and Bands
Proposed income tax rates and bands
2019/20

2020/21

Over £12,500* - £14,549

19%

Over £12,500* - £14,585

19%

Over £14,549 - £24,944

20%

Over £14,585- £25,158

20%

Over £24,944 - £43,430

21%

Over £25,158- £43,430

21%

Over £43,430 - £150,000**

41%

Over £43,430 - £150,000**

41%

Above £150,000**

46%

Above £150,000**

46%

What does this mean?
Compared to 2019-20, on current incomes:
No Scottish income taxpayer will pay more tax in 2020-21 than they do in
2019-20.
Scottish taxpayers earning more than £14,549 in 2020-21 (2.3 million
taxpayers) will pay less income tax than they did in 2019-20.
Due to the planned freeze in the Personal Allowance, set by the UK
Government, taxpayers earning between £12,500 and £14,549 (247,000
Scottish taxpayers) will pay the same amount as they did in 2019-20.

Other changes
Land and Buildings Transaction Tax
A new rate of 2% LBTT on non-residential leases - where the NPV of the
rent payable under the lease is above £2m
NPV of rent payable

Rate of tax

Up to £150,000

0%

Above £150,000 to £2
million

1%

Above £2 million

2%

Devolved tax legislation
An interim report out for consultation
A dry subject??
What are the appropriate processes for enacting tax legislation?
At present – rely on secondary legislation
No regular process for primary legislation – should there be a
• Tax Bill
• A Finance Bill
Is tax legislation different from other types of legislation?
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A Wellbeing Budget?
In budget statement:
“Because this is a Budget that has wellbeing and fairness at its very
heart.
It is progressive and it will provide extra help to those who need it
most, tackling inequalities and poverty, especially child poverty.
Our wellbeing approach to the Budget prioritises actions that have the
greatest impact on improving lives across Scotland now, and creating
the conditions that are required to ensure wellbeing for future
generations.”
“A focus on fairness and our collective wellbeing underpins the
measures we are taking to drive an inclusive economy, to tackle poverty
and to respond to climate change through a just transition.”

A Wellbeing Budget?
Mentions “wellbeing” 84 times
The Scottish Budget 2020-21 identifies
four key cross-cutting priorities to guide
spending decisions: improving wellbeing,
reducing child poverty, tackling climate
change and building sustainable and
inclusive growth.

A Wellbeing Budget?

But…..highly complex, requires commitment, complex societal
structures, incomplete data, fraught with difficulties, chance of
unintended outcomes

What about poverty?
In budget statement:
“In total, based on previous estimates, we expect to spend no less than £1.4 billion in 2020/21 on
supporting low-income households, before taking into account remaining devolution of social security
benefits.”
In EFSBS:
In June 2019, the annual report on tackling child poverty showed that around £527
million was spent by Scottish Government in 2018-19 on children in poverty. This
figure will be analysed and updated for the 2019-20 financial year in the next annual
report on child poverty due by the end of June 2020. Providing figures in the child
poverty, report in June allows the use of accurate, settled and transparent spend
figures from the previous financial year alongside appropriate details of policies and
programmes.

Figures published in June 2019….

What about poverty?
Anything new?
Scottish Child Payment – first £20m for early roll out starting from Christmas 2020
But not job done…

https://www.
resolutionfou
ndation.org/c
omment/awelcomeboost-forjust-aboutmanagingfamilies-inscotland/

What about poverty?

What about poverty?

Conclusions?
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